
Question  Answer 

_____commodities market, the traders deal in mined miaterials Hard 

_____is an investment vehicle offered by mutual funds to investors SIP 

Under ___scheme of mutual funds the investor can invest at the time of initial 
issue close ended  

____ is a financial intermediary that pools savings of investors for collective 
investment in diversifies portfolio of securities Mutual Funds 

Venture Capitalist provide funds to entrepreneur with _____ innovative ideas 

_____ are investors who take a view on the future direction of the market Speculators 

___contract is an agreement between two parties to buy & sell an asset at a 
certain date in future at a predetermined price Forward 

Under ___scheme of mutual funds the investor can invest at any point of time 
during the year Open ended 

____ are issued with a face value of Rs. 1 lakh & in multiplies of Rs 1 lakh 
thereof certificate of deposit 

___ are issued by listed companies commercial paper 

______ is the first credit rating agency established in India ICRA 



_____ is introduced to overcome the problem of physical transfer of shares Dematerialisation 

_____issues guideline regarding raising of funds from the capital markets State Government 

______stock exchange is the oldest stock exchange in India National 

_____is a link between the owner of securitry & depository Depository Participant 

______  agencies provide ratings to the issue of debt securities credit 

____acts as a clearing house of securities Stock Exchange 

The maximum period of treasury bill is ____ days 364 

Capital marekt deal with ____term funds  long 

SEBI protects the interest of ____  Investors  

Treasure bills are ___terms securities short 

____market facilitates trading in securities on the stock exchanges Secondary 

____ money market is also called as inter bank money market Call 

The concept of quality circle was first popularized by  Ishikawa Kaoru 

Under six sigma the black belt team member is the one that has achived the 
____skill level highest 

SIPOC stands for suppliers, input, process, output _____ customers 

ISO 9000 was first published in the year  1987 



___ is a set of strategies, techniques & tools for process improvement Six Sigma 

______technique enables the workers to check the quality of items before they 
are passed on to the next operation  Quality at Source  

The international organisation for standardization is located in ____ Switzerland 

Quality circle is a ____ group of workers voluntary  

TQM places emphasis on ____approach Defect - free 

_____ represent a customer oriented,quality focused management philosophy TQM 

_____control is concerned with end result of quality Quality 

____ popularized the concept of Kaizen Masaaki Imai 

_____is the father of quality circle Ishikawa Kaoru 

_____ is the father of TQM W.E Deming 

_____is concerned with giving orders & instructions to factory workers Dispacting  

___ is a process of maintaining & monitorising the size of inventory at 
appropriate level. Inventory control 

Under ____ production a single order is executed  Project 

____ is an element of production planning routing 

____ is the ratio of output to input productivity 



Routing _____scheduling in production planning preceds 

_____refers to monitoring of actual production follow up  

Mass production is an example of ____production system continuous 

In _____production system items are strictly producted as per customer 
specification job 

In _____production system goods are produced on a large scale & stocked till 
they are demanded in the market mass 

In process production ____product type is produced single 

____ is the gap between order received & delivery of product Lead time 

Section ___offers tax rebate to investors in mutual funds 80C 

   


